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BW
FESTIVA

60W WIRELESS DMX

FESTIVA BW :

Housing Die-cast aluminum

Wattage 60W

Control Type DMX 512, Auto Run, Master/Slave, Sound Activated

Voltage AC90V–250V, 50–60HZ

LED Type 6x10W RGBW 4-in-1 

Beam Spread 10°

Battery Life

@ Full Color 5 hours

Color Fade / 100% 8 hours

Color Fade / 75% 13 hours

Color Fade / 50% 18 hours

The FESTIVA Wireless, Battery operated LED RGBW light is perfect 
for mobile lighting applications. These lights are extremely easy to 
set up and can be used with full DMX capabilities.

BATTERY POWERED
The FESTIVA lights can powered via the built in battery which can 
last up to 18 hours on a single charge! These lights are charged with 
the provided IEC cord or can be left plugged in for longer running 
applications.

WIRELESS OPERATION
DMX signal can be sent wirelessly with the optional DMX signal 
transmitter. You can then use a DMX512 Spectrum Select controller 
to control the lights without using any DMX cable. You can also 
connect an DMX XLR cable to the lights to operate them as well. 
Additionally, you can connect to the first fixture with a XLR cable and 
use that first fixture to talk wirelessly to the rest of the BW Lights in 
the system.

BUILT IN MODES
You can also use the BW Festiva lights with the built in color change 
modes, or select a static color from the built in LCD screen. 
The FESTIVA lights also come with a Sound Activated function that 
with an onboard Mic will pick up sounds and change the lights 
colors along to the music.

An optional flight case is also available to house 
8 BW-610-B fixtures. The lights can be plugged into the 
case, and the case can then be plugged into a wall, quickly 
and easily charging all 8 lights at once! Comes in either 
9mm or 12mm thick wood. 
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